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a b s t r a c t

A novel nanofluid of modified carbon black (MCB) nanoparticles was initially developed for enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) in low permeability reservoirs. The MCB nanoparticles were obtained via a three-step
reaction involving modification by oxidation, acyl chlorination, and activated grafting. MCB nano-
particles were spherically dispersed, with an average size of 72.3 nm. Compared with carbon black (CB)
nanoparticles, dispersed MCB nanoparticles can effectively reduce the oilewater interfacial tension (IFT)
to 10�2 mN/m and change the surface wettability of sand particles. Based on the results of core flooding
experiments, the MCB nanoparticles exhibited a better EOR capacity than surfactants and CB nano-
particles, and the final oil recovery was significantly increased by 27.27%. The core scanning test showed
that the MCB nanoparticles could plug high permeability channels by adsorbing onto the surfaces of sand
particles and forming larger aggregates that bridge across pores or throats, resulting in a higher swept
volume. The synergistic effects of improved swept volume and oil displacement efficiency were the EOR
mechanisms of the MCB nanoparticles. The studies indicate that these MCB nanoparticles have excellent
potential for EOR in low permeability reservoirs.
© 2023 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

To date, most conventional oilfields across the globe have
entered a middle-late period of production, which has resulted in
inevitable and important changes in production concerning con-
ventional reservoirs. The exploration and development of conven-
tional oil reservoirs have shifted to low permeability, ultralow
permeability, heavy oil, shale oil, and other unconventional oil and
gas reservoirs (Aguilera and Ripple, 2012; Salameh, 2003; Wang
et al., 2016). Low permeability reservoirs have become an impor-
tant petroleum resource in recent years (Holditch, 2013; Jiao, 2019;
Mayol et al., 2020). However, the unique characteristics of low
permeability, low porosity, and high injection pressure make oil
recovery difficult in these reservoirs. Considering enhanced oil re-
covery techniques, nanomaterials have emerged as important
agents in low permeability reservoirs (Delamaide et al., 2014;
Chung et al., 2017; Negin et al., 2016; Rezk and Allam, 2019).
y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Co
As an emerging technology, nanomaterials have broad prospects
in the life sciences, electronics, medicine, and other fields (Chen
and Chatterjee, 2013; Hussain, 2018; Yao et al., 2014). Nano-
materials are within the mesoscopic system, defined as being sit-
uated between the macroscopic scale of objects and the
microscopic scale of particles, and have unique physical and
chemical properties, including small size effects, surface effects,
and macroscopic quantum effects (Du et al., 2010; Moon et al.,
2011; Worthen et al., 2016). Thus, the compounding and modifi-
cation technology of nanomaterials has been proposed for the EOR
treatments in oilfields (Mariyate and Bera, 2022; Bera and Belhaj,
2016). Compared with the mechanisms underlying conventional
chemical flooding systems (alkali flooding, surfactant flooding,
polymer flooding, etc.), the mechanisms involving nanofluids are
more complex (Gbadamosi et al., 2018; Kamkar et al., 2020;
Khaleduzzaman et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018a;
Bera et al., 2015; Mariyate and Bera, 2021). These mechanisms
include conventional mechanisms such as profile control and low
interfacial tension (IFT) and take into account the unique charac-
teristics of nanoparticles, which have promising application po-
tential for EOR in low permeability reservoirs. Previous studies
mmunications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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have shown that a reduction in the oilewater IFT, changes in the
surface wettability of sand particles, and the structural disjoining
pressure are the main factors responsible for oil displacement
mechanisms in nanofluids. In addition, nanofluids can also obvi-
ously enhance the oil displacement efficiency when combined with
other oil displacement agents (Bera et al., 2020). Among the
numerous nanofluid EOR technologies, modified silica and
graphene-based nanosheets are the most widely studied in low
permeability reservoirs (Al-Anssari et al., 2016; Gomari et al., 2019;
Kamkar et al., 2017, 2020; Luo et al., 2016, 2017; Radnia et al., 2018).
Although these nanofluids have shown excellent application po-
tential, the rigidity of modified silica and the high cost of graphene-
based nanosheets limit their oilfield applications. Due to their ri-
gidity, modified silica particles cannot deform upon passing
through small throat holes in low permeability reservoirs. These
silica particles can enter only large pores or cracks, but oil rarely
remains in these regions, which leads to low oil recovery (Nguele
et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2017). Moreover, low concentrations of
graphene-based nanosheets have exhibited high performance,
which indicates the potential of graphene-based nanosheets in
oilfield applications. However, the cost of graphene-based nano-
sheets is high, and the industrialized production of these materials
remains a technical bottleneck.

To overcome the problems associated with the above-
mentioned nanofluids, a novel nanofluid containing MCB nano-
particles was prepared and used for EOR treatment in low
permeability reservoirs. CB nanoparticles have been used in various
fields (as conductive materials, rubber-reinforced materials, dyes,
etc.) because of their excellent properties (Huang et al., 2021; Raju
et al., 2022; Qiu et al., 2021). CB nanoparticles have the excellent
characteristics of low cost, nanometer-scale size, softness, self-
lubrication, thermal stability, and ease of modification (Long
et al., 2013; Probst and Grivei, 2002; Toupin and B�elanger, 2007).
These characteristics make them promising for use in low perme-
ability reservoirs. However, the unmodified CB nanoparticles easily
form irreversible aggregates in nanofluid solutions, which is not
conducive to their injection into target reservoirs. Previous reports
have shown that functional groups such as hydroxyl or carboxyl
groups are present on the surfaces of oxidized CB nanoparticles,
which enhances the reactivity of these nanoparticles (Han et al.,
2017; Papirer et al., 1991). However, these functional groups are
usually not very reactive, so they need to be transformed into
groups with higher reactivity (via oxidation activation). The
carboxyl groups present on the surfaces of oxidized CB nano-
particles can react with thionyl chloride to form acyl chloride
groups, and these acyl chloride groups can subsequently react with
surfactants containing hydroxyl groups, which allows other mole-
cules to be grafted onto the surfaces of these nanoparticles (Fujiki
et al., 1990; Tsubokawa et al., 1989). In this study, MCB nano-
particles were designed and prepared via a three-step reaction
involving modification by oxidation, acyl chlorination, and acti-
vated grafting. The morphology, dispersed stability, IFT reduction
capacity, wettability alteration capacity, and potential EOR capacity
of the MCB nanoparticles were systematically studied. In addition,
the distribution of the MCB nanoparticles in porous media was
determined to elucidate the EOR mechanism. Through this study,
we hope that MCB nanoparticles will be promising chemical agents
for EOR treatment in low permeability reservoirs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental materials

CB nanoparticles were purchased from Tianjing Yiborui Chem-
ical Co., Ltd., China. Thionyl chloride (SOCl2, analytical grade),
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toluene (C7H8, analytical grade), triethylamine (C6H15N, 99 wt%),
and dibutyltin dilaurate (C32H64Sn, analytical grade) were provided
by Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., China, and
tetradecyl hydroxypropyl sulfobetaine (THSB, C19H41O4NS, 60 wt%)
surfactant was obtained from Zhengzhou Yihe Fine Chemicals Co.,
Ltd, China. Crude oil with a density of 0.76 g/cm3 and a viscosity of
1.09 mPa s was provided by the Zhuang 211 Block of Changqing
Oilfield in China. The salinity of the simulated water of Zhuang 211
Block was 33,598 mg/L (NaþþKþ, 11790 mg/L; Ca2þþMg2þ,
1,283 mg/L; Cl�, 20,300 mg/L; HCO3

�, 122 mg/L; CO3
2�, 55 mg/L;

SO4
2�, 44 mg/L). The simulated water was used to evaluate the

performance of MCB nanoparticles at 59.6 �C under the Zhuang 211
Block condition.
2.2. Design and synthesis of MCB nanoparticles

Three steps of oxidation, acylation, and activated grafting were
used to synthesize MCB nanoparticles. First, carboxyl groups were
generated on the surfaces of the MCB nanoparticles via oxidation
reactions. Second, the carboxyl groups were converted into more
reactive acyl chloride groups by acylation. Third, the acyl chloride
groups easily reacted with the hydroxyl groups on a surfactant, and
the surfactant was grafted onto the surfaces of CB nanoparticles.
The molecular design process for the MCB nanoparticles is shown
in Figs. 1e3. The specific reactions involved in preparing the MCB
nanoparticles are as follows.

For the oxidation step, 10 g of CB nanoparticles were dispersed
in 100 g of HNO3 with a concentration of 40 wt%; the mixture was
ultrasonically dispersed for 20 min at room temperature so that it
was uniform. Next, oxidation was carried out in an 80 �C oil bath,
under continuous stirring for 5 h. Then, the reaction solution was
filtered and washed with deionized water three times to obtain
oxidized CB nanoparticles.

For the acylation step, 10 g of the product from the first step,
2.5 g of SOCl2, and 0.2 g of C6H15N were added sequentially to 100 g
of toluene; the mixture was ultrasonically dispersed for 20 min in
an ice bath. Then, the reaction was allowed to continue at 70 �C for
4 h. After the reaction was complete, toluene and unreacted SOCl2
in the solution were removed by rotary evaporation at 80 �C. Acyl
chloride-containing CB nanoparticles were obtained after the
reaction.

For the activated grafting step, 10 g of the product from the
second step and 5 g of the THSB surfactant were added sequentially
to 100 g of toluene; the mixture was ultrasonically dispersed for
20 min at room temperature. Then, 0.2 g of C32H64Sn as a catalyst
was added, and the solutionwas heated at 65 �C for 4 h to allow the
reaction to proceed. Subsequently, the obtained product was
washed four times with water and then dried in a rotary evaporator
at 80 �C. Finally, MCB nanoparticles were obtained by grinding.
2.3. Characterization of the MCB nanoparticles

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (VERTEX 70 FT-
IR spectrometer) was used to examine the MCB nanoparticles. The
morphology of the MCB nanoparticles was observed via trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL JEM-2100, JEOL Ltd.,
Japan). A laser particle size analyzer (NanoBrook Omni, Brookhaven
Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY) was used to evaluate the
stability of the MCB nanoparticles. The oilewater IFT was deter-
mined using a TX-500C spinning drop interfacial tensiometer. The
wettability of glass slides was determined by measurement of the
contact angle using a JC2000D contact angle measuring instrument
(Shanghai Zhongchen Digital Technology Equipment Co., Ltd.,
China).



Fig. 1. Molecular design involved in the oxidation process.

Fig. 2. Molecular design involved in the acyl chlorination process.

Fig. 3. Molecular design involved in the activated grafting process.
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2.4. Preparation of the MCB nanofluids

MCB nanoparticles were added to simulated water, and the
solution was stirred for 5 min at room temperature to obtain MCB
nanofluids.

2.5. Preparation of glass slides with different wettability

Glass slides with a length of 5 cm and a width of 2 cm were
soaked in concentrated sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide solu-
tion for 3 h, then rinsed with deionized water repeatedly and dried
at 130 �C; finally, the water-wetting glass slides were obtained. The
dried water-wetting glass slides were placed in the paraffin system
and aged at 130 �C for 7 days to obtain oil-wetting glass slides. Oil-
wetting glass slides with an initial contact angle of 115.2� and
water-wetting glass slides with an initial contact angle of 10.6�

were used to investigate the wettability of the MCB nanoparticles.
The oil-wet and water-wet glass slides were placed in the MCB
nanoparticle nanofluid and aged for different days. Then the con-
tact angle of these two systems was determined. The concentration
of the MCB nanoparticles and temperature were 0.25 wt% and
59.6 �C, respectively.

2.6. Potential EOR capacity of the MCB nanoparticles

The potential EOR capacity of the surfactant, CB nanoparticles,
and MCB nanoparticles was evaluated by core flooding models
(Fig. 4). The permeability of core samples is 0.23mD, corresponding
to the matrix permeability. However, there were artificial cracks
1600
within the core samples, and the permeability of the whole core
sample was about 21 mD due to the high connectivity in the cracks.
The physical properties of cores were shown in Table 1.

First, three cores were successively saturated with simulated
water and crude oil. Then, water was introduced until the produced
water rate reached 98%. Subsequently, these three cores were
respectively injected with 1 pore volume (PV) of surfactant, CB
nanoparticle, and MCB nanoparticle dispersion solutions. Finally,
water was reintroduced until the produced water rate reached 98%.
For this process, the injection concentration of MCB nanoparticles
and injection speed of the pump were set to 0.25 wt% and 0.2 mL/
min, respectively.

All experimental conditions were conducted under the condi-
tions at Zhuang 211 Block of Changqing Oilfield in China, and the
core flooding experimental temperature was set at 59.6 �C. The
pressure and produced fluid were recorded to evaluate the poten-
tial EOR capacity of the MCB nanoparticles. The resistance factor
was calculated with Eq. (1):

FR ¼
ki
ko

(1)

where FR is the resistance factor; ko is the original permeability of
the core; and ki is the permeability of the MCB nanoparticle in-
jection stage and water flooding stage.

2.7. Distribution of the MCB nanoparticles in porous media

The distribution of the surfactant and MCB nanoparticles in



Fig. 4. Schematic depicting the core flooding model.

Table 1
Displacement effects of the surfactant, CB nanoparticles and MCB nanoparticles.

System Permeability, mD Length, mm Diameter, mm Pore volume, mL Oil saturation, % Water flooding recovery, % Final recovery, % Increased recovery, %

Surfactant 21.7 101 25 7.66 76.02 49.30 60.56 11.26
CB nanoparticles 20.9 100 25 7.39 77.12 52.78 67.92 15.14
MCB nanoparticles 21.2 100 25 7.52 77.05 49.65 76.92 27.27
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porous media was analyzed and compared. First, 1 PV of the above
two dispersion solutions was injected into the cores and then aged
at 59.6 �C for 7 days. Then, the cores were freeze-dried for 20 h in a
vacuum freeze dryer. Finally, 5e10 mm fragments were cut from
the middle of the cores and imaged with a Hitachi S-4800 scanning
electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi High Technologies corporation,
Japan).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of the MCB nanoparticles by FT-IR

Fig. 5 shows the FT-IR spectra of the CB nanoparticles, acyl
chloride-containing CB nanoparticles, and MCB nanoparticles. As
shown by the blue curve (attributed to the CB nanoparticles),
characteristic peaks were observed at 1107, 1464, and 1745 cm�1;
which were assigned to CeO stretching vibrations, symmetric CeH
deformation vibrations in methyl groups, and C]O stretching vi-
brations in carboxylic groups, respectively. The strong signals at
2854 and 2932 cm�1 were attributed to symmetric and asymmetric
CeH stretching vibrations of methyl groups. After modification
with HNO3 and SOCl2, the spectrum of the acyl chloride-containing
CB nanoparticles (black curve) exhibited new peaks at 813 and
3329 cm�1, and these peaks were assigned to CeCl stretching and
OeH stretching, respectively. These features indicate that the sur-
faces of the CB nanoparticles were successfully oxidized and
modified with SOCl2 molecules. In the MCB nanoparticle spectrum
(red curve), a strong characteristic peak was observed at 1182 cm�1,
and was attributed to S]O stretching vibrations of the sulfonate
moiety. In addition, a peak at 1378 cm�1 was observed and
1601
attributed to eNþeCeH deformation vibrations in quaternary
ammonium groups. These results indicate that the THSB surfactant
was successfully grafted onto the CB nanoparticles. Therefore, MCB
nanoparticles with active groups were successfully prepared.

3.2. Morphology of the MCB nanoparticles

Fig. 6 presents representative TEM images of the CB nano-
particles and MCB nanoparticles in deionized water. Large aggre-
gates were clearly observed in the CB nanoparticle system (Fig. 6a
and b), while the MCB nanoparticles were less agglomerated
(Fig. 6d and e). The average sizes of the CB nanoparticles and MCB
nanoparticles were 184.7 and 72.3 nm, respectively (Fig. 6c and f).
This indicates that the degree of aggregationwas obviously reduced
after modification. The high surface energy of CB nanoparticles
hinders their uniform dispersion in water (Hwang et al., 2018;
Soares et al., 2014). However, the surface energywas lower after the
surfactant was grafted onto the surfaces of the CB nanoparticles,
leading to the nanoparticles being less agglomerated (Alexander
et al., 2016; Maurya et al., 2017). Additionally, there were quater-
nary ammonium groups and sulfonate groups on the surfaces of the
MCB nanoparticles, which improved their wettability in water and
led to improved dispersion.

3.3. IFT reduction capacity of the MCB nanoparticles

The grafted surfactant has the following two functions: (1) it
allows stable MCB nanoparticle dispersions to be formed, and (2) it
reduces the oilewater IFT in porous media. Therefore, the IFT
reduction capacity of the surfactant and the MCB nanoparticles was



Fig. 5. FT-IR spectra of the CB nanoparticles, acyl chloride-containing CB nanoparticles,
and MCB nanoparticles.

Fig. 6. TEM images and particle size distribution of the CB
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investigated under Zhuang 211 Block conditions. Fig. 7a shows that
the oilewater IFT of these two systems decreased with increasing
concentration. The surfactant exhibited an obvious IFT reduction
capacity, and the MCB nanoparticles can reduce the IFT from 0.1 to
0.02 mN/m when the concentration was increased from 0.1 wt% to
0.25 wt%. This could be due to the grafted surfactant allowing the
MCB nanoparticles to adsorb more easily at the oilewater interface,
which endows the nanoparticles with an enhanced ability to
reduce the oilewater IFT. However, the active groups of the MCB
nanoparticles were less abundant than those in the THSB surfactant
system at the same concentration. Therefore, the IFT reduction
capacity of the MCB nanoparticles was lower than that of the THSB
system. With increasing aging time, the IFT of these two systems
increases, and the final IFT of the MCB nanoparticles was in the
range of 10�1 to 10�2 mN/m after 80 days (Fig. 7b). This indicates
that long-term aging has a slight effect on the ability of these two
systems to reduce the IFT. The quaternary ammonium cations and
sulfonic acid anions in the THSB surfactant system endow the
surfactant with good heat and salt resistance. Therefore, both the
THSB surfactant system and the MCB nanoparticles can effectively
reduce the IFT after long-term aging under reservoir conditions.
3.4. Wettability of the MCB nanoparticles

Due to hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces interactions,
the adsorption of MCB nanoparticles on sand particles is inevitable.
The adsorption behavior affects the wettability of the surfaces of
sand particles, thus affecting the displacement effect of MCB
nanoparticles. The contact angle observed for these two glass slides
was measured after the slides were aged in the MCB nanoparticle
dispersion solution. Changes in the contact angle as a function of
aging time are shown in Fig. 8.
nanoparticles (a, b, c) and MCB nanoparticles (d, e, f).



Fig. 7. IFT reduction capacity of the surfactant and MCB nanoparticles: (a) IFT at different concentrations; (b) IFT as a function of aging time.

Fig. 8. Changes in contact angle as a function of aging time.
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As shown in Fig. 8, the MCB nanoparticles changed the wetta-
bility of the glass slides with increasing aging time. After aging for 7
days, the contact angle of the oil-wetting slide decreased from
115.2� to 54.1�, while the contact angle of the water-wetting slide
increased from 10.6� to 35.8�. When the surfactant was grafted
onto the CB nanoparticles, the MCB nanoparticles became active
and could adsorb on the glass surface, forming a stable adsorption
film. Thus, the wettability of the glass slide surfaces significantly
changed after the slides were soaked in the MCB nanoparticle
dispersion solution. Due to interactions of hydrogen bonding and
van der Waals forces, the MCB nanoparticles could rapidly occupy
the adsorption sites of the glass slide surfaces during the initial
stage (0e4 days); then, the contact angle obviously changed,
resulting in changes in the wettability of the two glass slides. With
increasing aging time, the contact angle for the glass slides
remained nearly unchanged. The oil-wetting glass slides became
water-wetting glass slides, and the strong water-wetting glass
slides became weak water-wetting glass slides. The adsorption
behavior of the MCB nanoparticles on the glass slide surfaces
1603
involved the dynamic, equilibrium processes of adsorption and
desorption (Saini et al., 2019). The adsorption behavior of the MCB
nanoparticles was affected not only by their inherent properties but
also by the wettability of the glass slide. With the aggregation of a
few MCB nanoparticles, the adsorption sites on the glass slides
decreased the adsorption of the MCB nanoparticles on the slide
surface; thus, the wettability of the glass slides remained essen-
tially unchanged. When the wettability of a rock surface changes,
crude oil can be easily stripped from the rock surface. Therefore,
when the displacement effect of MCB nanoparticles is improved, oil
recovery will be enhanced.
3.5. Stability of the dispersed MCB nanoparticles

Excellent stability is a key feature of nanoparticles used for EOR
treatment. In this section, changes in particle size and zeta potential
were used to characterize the stability of dispersed CB nano-
particles and MCB nanoparticles. The nanoparticle concentration
and experimental temperature were 0.25 wt% and 30 �C, respec-
tively. The pH value of the CB nanoparticle dispersion solution was
8.1 while that of the MCB nanoparticle dispersion solution was 5.9.

As shown in Fig. 9a, the initial zeta potential of the CB nano-
particles was �14.8 mV, while that of the MCB nanoparticles
was �35.6 mV. Based on our understanding, 30 mV is regarded as
the critical zeta potential value of a stable dispersion. The results
indicate that the dispersed MCB nanoparticles are more stable than
the dispersed CB nanoparticles. Additionally, the initial average
particle size of the CB nanoparticles was 184.7 nm, while that of the
MCB nanoparticles was 72.3 nm. With increasing aging time, the
zeta potential and particle size of the MCB nanoparticles remained
nearly unchanged. In contrast, the zeta potential and particle size of
the CB nanoparticles were obviously increased. After aging for 80
days, a large number of CB nanoparticles aggregated to form large
agglomerates, and the particle size reached nearly 10 mm, leading to
an unstable nanoparticle system. The aggregation behavior of these
CB nanoparticles is related to their larger surface area, smaller
particle size, high surface energy, and complex surface structure.
When the surfactant was grafted onto the nanoparticles, the
presence of tetradecyl sulfobetaine group on the surfaces of the CB
nanoparticles enhanced the electrostatic repulsion and steric hin-
drance between the MCB nanoparticles (Xue et al., 2016). Thus,
these actions led to the MCB nanoparticle dispersions being stable
in water.



Fig. 9. Zeta potential and particle size distribution of the CB and MCB nanoparticles as a function of aging time: (a) zeta potential; (b) particle size distribution.

Fig. 11. Oil recovery, water cut, and resistance factor of the CB nanoparticles.
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3.6. Potential EOR capacity of the MCB nanoparticles

Table 1 shows the potential EOR capacity of the surfactant, CB
nanoparticles, and MCB nanoparticles. The injection of the above
three systems can effectively increase the recovery rate by more
than 10%. The experimental results indicate that all three systems
can enhance oil recovery, but the EOR capacities are significantly
different during the injection stage. The EOR capacity of the MCB
nanoparticles is significantly higher than the EOR capacities of the
surfactant and CB nanoparticles. This indicates that the injection of
MCB nanoparticles has great EOR potential in low permeability
reservoirs.

Figs. 10e12 shows the water cut, oil production, and pressure
curves obtained during surfactant, CB nanoparticle, and MCB
nanoparticle displacement. A dominant flow channel is formed
after a long-term water flooding, resulting in a decrease in the in-
jection pressure and an invalid water flooding cycle. When the
surfactant, CB nanoparticles, and MCB nanoparticles were injected,
they preferentially entered high-permeability zones or cracks un-
der the injection pressure. Since the surfactant cannot change the
water-oil mobility ratio or improve the formation profile, the
injected surfactant is easily channeled through the high perme-
ability zones or cracks, reducing the displacement effect and
Fig. 10. Oil recovery, water cut, and resistance factor of the surfactant.

Fig. 12. Oil recovery, water cut, and resistance factor of the MCB nanoparticles.
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recovery efficiency. The oil was enhanced, which is mainly due to
contact with the remaining oil in the high-permeability zones.
However, there was still a considerable amount of oil remaining in
themiddle and low permeability zones that could not be driven out
during the injection process. Moreover, the injected surfactant
could not effectively control the high-permeability zone or cracks,
so the subsequently injected water continued to channel along the
high-permeability zones, resulting in a decrease in the injection
pressure. When CB nanoparticles were injected into the core, they
adsorbed on the surfaces of the sand particles, formed larger ag-
gregates, and bridged pores or throats, so the formation profile
could be effectively adjusted. Thus, the subsequently introduced
water was diverted to the upswept areas of the middle- and low-
permeability zones, and the remaining oil was driven out. How-
ever, due to their weak stability in the dispersion solution, CB
nanoparticles were easily retained in the near-wellbore zone, and it
was difficult for them to enter the deep formation zone. The stably
dispersed MCB nanoparticles could easily enter the deep formation
zone; thus, the formation profile was effectively improved. Addi-
tionally, due to the surfactant being grafted on the nanoparticle
surfaces, the MCB nanoparticles were able to reduce the oilewater
IFT, and the remaining oil in the middle- or low-permeability zones
could be easily driven out. The synergistic effects of improved
swept volume and oil displacement efficiency indicate that the EOR
capacity of the MCB nanoparticles was better than the EOR ca-
pacities of the surfactant and CB nanoparticles (Rezvani et al., 2020;
Zhao et al., 2018b).
Fig. 13. Morphology of the surfactant and MCB nanoparticles in porous me
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3.7. Distribution of the MCB nanoparticles in porous media

Fig. 13 shows representative SEM images of the surfactant and
MCB nanoparticles distributed in porous media. However, the dis-
tributions of the surfactant and MCB nanoparticles significantly
differ. As shown in Fig.13aec, large pores and cracks remained after
the surfactant was injected. This indicates that the surfactant sys-
tem can hardly improve the formation profile, leading to injected
surfactant channeling along the high permeability channels or
cracks. The oil was enhanced, which is mainly due to the surfactant
contacting with remaining oil in the high permeability zones, and a
large amount of remaining oil in the middle and low permeability
zones could not be driven out. Therefore, the EOR capacity of the
surfactant was lower than the EOR capacities of the CB and MCB
nanoparticles.

In contrast to observe for the surfactant, when the MCB nano-
particles were injected into the formation zone, the nanoparticles
could be deformed and easily enter the deep formation zone due to
their soft characteristics and nanometer-scale size. When flowing
in large pores or throats, the MCB nanoparticles could be adsorbed
on the surfaces of sand particles via hydrogen bonding or van der
Waals force interactions (Fig. 13d, g). The adsorption of the MCB
nanoparticles reduced the effective flow radius of these pores and
throats. When the size of the MCB nanoparticles was slightly
smaller than the pore throat radius, several MCB particles can easily
be aggregated to form larger agglomerates that bridge across these
pores and throats, resulting in the formation of an effective plug-
ging layer (Fig. 13e, h). In addition, the MCB nanoparticles could
dia: (a, b, c) surfactant system and (d, e, f, g, h, i) MCB nanoparticles.
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also be adsorbed or aggregate in the fracture channels (Fig. 13f, i);
thus, the size of the fracture channels decreased. Through adsorp-
tion, aggregation, and bridging in porous media, the MCB nano-
particles exhibited good profile control and displacement ability.
The injected water could be forced to the middle or low perme-
ability zones; thus, the swept volume was increased. Additionally,
due to the surfactant being grafted on the MCB nanoparticles, this
system underwent displacement mechanisms that are similar to
those of the surfactant. When the MCB nanoparticles contacted the
remaining oil in the high permeability zones, the nanoparticles
adsorbed at the oilewater interface and reduced the oilewater IFT
(Maurya and Mandal, 2018; Rezvani et al., 2019). Moreover, the
adsorbed MCB nanoparticles also altered the wettability of the
surfaces of sand particles. Consequently, the remaining oil could be
easily driven out; oil recovery was definitely enhanced after the
injection of the MCB nanoparticles.

4. Conclusions

In this work, MCB nanoparticles were developed as novel
chemical agents and exhibited excellent potential for EOR treat-
ment in low permeability reservoirs. MCB nanoparticles were ob-
tained via oxidation of CB nanoparticles, acyl chlorination, and
grafting of active groups. The MCB nanoparticles had properties
similar to those of the grafted surfactant which could reduce
oilewater IFT and altered the wettability of the surfaces of sand
particles. The MCB nanoparticles had a better and more stable
dispersion capacity than conventional CB nanoparticles, which
allowed the MCB nanoparticles to enter the deep formation zone.
After being adsorbed on the surfaces of sand particles, the MCB
nanoparticles formed larger aggregates and bridged across pores
and throats; so the MCB nanoparticles effectively plugged the high-
permeability channels and diverted the introduced water into
unswept zones. In addition, the MCB nanoparticles had properties
that were similar to those of the surfactant, indicating that they can
easily drive out oil remaining in the high-permeability zones.
Therefore, the EOR capacity of the MCB nanoparticles was greatly
improved. These results confirm that the injection of MCB nano-
particles is an effective EOR treatment in low permeability
reservoirs.
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